“Army Anesthesiologists – Medical Professionals”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjYpGKOjso0mundey.html

Cardiologist LTC Ahmad Slim:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zEc-R42Ofc

AMEDD Stories: Breast Cancer Vaccine
COL George Peoples:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R049Q3A9ejc

“Being an Army Family Physician”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AujZgwHON4

“Army (general) Surgeons”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQVoY2xab34

AMEDD Stories: Infectious Disease
MAJ Erica Johnson:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr74_XGvyJg

“Army Internal Medicine”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeeZrNOz9mA

Sports Medicine  COL Kevin deWeber:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MdK9CvzT_7g
"Army Internist"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzjV0UHFJxg

AMEDD Stories: Robotic Arm
COL (Ret.) Geoffrey Ling:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1RWMQ8FzvI

"Army Orthopedic Surgeon"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fi6tRzAGiCY

"Army Preventive Medicine"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RYAZcZgiuuw

"Army Nuclear Medicine"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDGSgFK_5LI

From Dentist to Regenerative Medicine
COL (Ret.) Robert Vandre:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSXjmHnr5KI

Doctors in urology at Brook Army Medical Center

Become a U.S. Army Orthopedic Surgeon
A career as a physician in the Army

Preventive medicine

Family medicine physician

General surgeons

Nuclear medicine physician

Anesthesiologist

U.S. Army Medicine Brief: Saving Lives Through Advanced Medicine Cardiologist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1dSMrsFHnI
“Army Physician Assistant”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrOoh4YvT70

COL Ling, Army Neurologist/TBI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1RWMQ8FzvI